
Storm Seal
Key Features and 
Benefits of Storm
Seal? 
Just spray on to any roofing 
surface ideal where access is
difficult
Expands rapidly after spraying,
achieving a high build quickly
No heating, brushing or trowelling
Apply in nearly any temperature
Can be used with reinforcement
sheets to strengthen weak areas
Instantly waterproof
Goes on quickly and evenly in one
pass

Technical Information
Storm Seal can be applied quickly
to provide emergency 
waterproofing or waterproofing
reinforcement to almost any 
roofing material, including felt, 
asphalt, slate, tile, profiled sheet,
cement, concrete, lead and other
metals. Can be used as an 
effective waterproof underseal for
metal underbody surfaces 
including gutters and rain spouts.

For your protection, always read
the MSDS sheet for Storm Seal
before use and follow it closely.

The last word in easy
to apply, rapid 
response roof 
waterproofing 

What is Storm Seal?
Storm Seal is a bitumen solution
that can be quickly and easily
sprayed on to any kind of roofing
material quickly to produce a
thick, instantly waterproof seal
even in emergency conditions. No
heating, brushing or trowelling is
needed – just aim and spray! It
can even be used to repair worn
or leaky gutters and rainwater 
outlet systems, or used as a 
waterproof undercoating. 

How does Storm Seal
work?
Storm Seal is a unique foaming
bitumen solution that can be 
applied to virtually any roofing
surface in temperatures from -5oC
up to 40oC, without special tools
or training. It achieves a high build
rapidly and adheres even to lead
and other metals securely. 

Easy to apply rapid response roof waterproofing 

The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely
implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according
to directions. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. 
Trademarks:TECH TECH is a registered trademark and subsidiary of IM Group. 
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